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Field Oral Exam
Aerospace Computational Engineering
January 2013

Each student will attempt two questions: the core
question and the one question corresponding to his/her
chosen option

Make sure to manage your time carefully and devote adequate time to each question.

1

1. Core Content Question (required for every student)
(a) Consider the following eigenvalue problem,
−∇2 u = λu in Ω,
u = 0 on Γ,

(1)
(2)

where Ω is the unit cube domain, 0 ≤ x, y, z ≤ 1 and Γ is the boundary of the unit
cube. We denote m = (m1 , m2 , m3 ). Show that
um (x) = sin(m1 πx) sin(m2 πy) sin(m3 πz)
is a solution to this problem and determine the corresponding eigenvalues, λm .

(b) Consider a finite difference discretization of the eigenvalue problem of Equations (1)(2) on a mesh with equal spacing h in all directions, in which the second-derivative
operator in x is approximated as,
∂ 2u
∂x2

≈
i,j,k

ui+1,j,k − 2ui,j,k + ui−1,j,k
,
h2

and analogous approximations are made for the second derivatives in y and z. Index
the discrete approximation values ûi,j,k from i = 0 to i = n + 1 and similar for j
and k, such that the total number of unknown interior values is N = n3 . Show that
ûi,j,k = sin(m1 πxi ) sin(m2 πyj ) sin(m3 πzk ) = um (xi , yj , zk ) are eigenvectors of the
N × N finite-difference system, Â, i.e. satisfying Âû = λ̂û where û is the length N
vector of interior values of ûi,j,k . What are the eigenvalues λ̂ of Â? (Hint: a useful
trigonmetric identity for this analysis is sin(a + b) + sin(a − b) = 2 sin a cos b.)

(c) Now consider the following problem,
−∇2 u = f (x, y, z) for Ω,
u(x, y, z) = b(x, y, z) on Γ,

(3)
(4)

where Ω is again the unit cube domain from above. Discretize the Laplacian operator using the same discretization given in the previous parts. Consider the use
of a Jacobi iteration to solve this discrete problem. Prove that Jacobi iteration
will converge for any n. Determine the asymptotic convergence rate of the Jacobi
iteration.
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2. Linear Algebra Option.
For an m × m symmetric matrix A and a starting vector v1 of unit 2-norm, the Lanczos
iteration can be written as the following. For i = 1, 2, . . . ,
(
A v1 ,
i=1
wi =
A vi − βi−1 vi−1 , i > 1
(5)
αi = wiT vi
βi vi+1 = wi − αi vi
where βi is chosen such that the 2-norm of vi+1 is 1.
After n steps of the Lanczos iteration (n < m), we find for the first time that βn = 0.
(a) Denote V = [v1 , v2 , . . . , vn ], show that V tri-diagonalizes the matrix A, i.e.
AV = V T .
What is the tridiagonal matrix T ? Show your derivation.
(b) Use mathematical induction to show that the vectors v1 , v2 , . . . , vn are orthogonal
to each other. Hint: assume that v1 , v2 , . . . , vi are orthogonal to each other, use
Equation (5) and symmetry of A to show that vi+1 is orthogonal to v1 , v2 , . . . , vi .
(c) Suppose we want to solve the linear system
A x = v1
where v1 is the starting vector of the Lanczos iteration. How does the orthonormal
tri-diagonalization A V = V T reduce the linear system to a tridiagonal linear system system? What property does A need to have so that the tridiagonal system
can be solved with Cholesky factorization? How does the number of floating point
operations of this Cholesky factorization scale with n? Can the tridiagonal system
be solved efficiently using QR factorization? How does the number of floating point
operations of this QR factorization scale with n? Hint: which QR factorization
method can take advantage of T ’s tridiagonal structure?
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3. Optimization Option.
The classical constrained optimization problem can be stated as follows:
Find ~x which minimizes f (~x) subject to ~g (~x) = 0.
(a) Write down the KKT conditions on the solution ~x = ~x∗ .
(b) In practice, the following complications or difficulties often occur:
• The true objective function f which captures the problem is not known precisely
• The true constraint functions ~g are not known precisely
• All the variables in ~x which influence the true f and/or ~g might not be identified
Describe how the optimum solution ~x∗ and the optimum objective function value
f ∗ = f (~x∗ ) would change if:
a) f is modified (consider small additive terms linear and quadratic in ~x)
b) one of the functions ~g is modified (small additive linear term)
c) a new constraint g(~x) is added to the ~g list
d) a new variable x is added to the ~x list
(c) In an actual design optimization situation, which types of uncertainties would you
consider to be of most concern? A simple example might be useful in this discussion.
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4. Fluid Mechanics Option.

(a) Consider the cylindrical piston apparatus shown below. The diameter of the piston
is D, and it traverses a stroke of length L at constant velocity over a time interval
[0, T ]. Assume that all the ejected vorticity rolls up into an axisymmetric thincored vortex ring. Construct a simple estimate of the ring’s circulation Γ. (You
may assume that the flow is incompressible.)

Generated by CamScanner

In parts (b)–(d) below, we simplify the flow to two dimensions and replace the ring
with a counter-rotating pair of point vortices, each with circulation magnitude Γ.
Suppose now that the vortices are initially at a height y0  D/2 above an infinite
plane, as shown below.
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(b) Assuming inviscid, incompressible, and irrotational flow (outside of the point vortices), derive an expression for the pressure on the wall.
Generated by CamScanner

(c) Describe the trajectory of the point vortices as they approach the wall (again assuming ideal flow).

(d) In reality, rectilinear vortices in ground effect are observed to approach the ground
and then “rebound” once they reach a certain (relatively small) height. Explain
the fluid dynamical mechanisms behind this phenomenon.
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